We presented the two faces of Management: the linear and the nonlinear. The second we named it Management by Chaos Theory, and we used the limit cycle tool to determine the order of chaos, in which companies, most probably 61% of them will face the highest order of chaos. We showed also how the technique of full Descartes' Diagrams, using changes in variables, may help managers. We presented diagrammatically how a manager can manage his/her company by visioning. We presented also a historical making-up of Linear Management since 1911 and contrasted it with nonlinear one, clarifying the terms of mission and vision. We grasped the opportunity to analyze the mission of a shipping company, and use its 12-year activity as a case study. This company found itself in high order chaos from 1996 to 2000. The paper showed how a manager could not get in a Chaos area and if in it, how to get out. Modern Economy complexity, and many patterns, like the weather and the waterfalls. It is deterministic, with laws of organizing, it appears random, but it is not. The only weak point is that chaos's ability to forecast long periods is diminishing with time (Lyapunov exponent). Chaos is expressed by fractal (non-integer) mathematics, which dominates par excellence in Nature [1] and in the structure of the human body. The word fractal comes from the Latin verb "frangere", meaning "to break". Fractal means a fraction of a whole. Readers unfamiliar with chaos theory may read the scientific book of a journalist [2].
Introduction
Can chaos Theory be used to manage companies given that Chaos, justifiably, has confused managers? For them chaos means disorder. Indeed, managers' perception is that chaos is a state of turmoil, confusion, and lack of order. Chaos, moreover, is considered as the amorphous lifeless void from which earth emerged at creation (Hesiod, 8 th c. B.C.), depriving God from one of his most important works: The creation of the Universe.
The contemporary opinion is, however, different: chaos has structure, high How to cite this paper: Goulielmos, A.M. where plethora of loans was given on house mortgages (called sub-prime) on the basis of an income from employment, which suddenly lost due to global recession. The system of securitization helped the crisis to spread to the rest of the world till 2019.
Chaos Theory caused the establishment 2 of the Santa Fe Institute (SFI) (1984) for the study of Complexity Science. The City bank provided the required financial support (apropos 1987 is known for Black Monday).
The aims of the paper are: 1) to show how to manage a (tramp 3 shipping) company using a tool from Chaos Theory. 2) To clarify such terms like mission, vision, goals and objectives. 3) To apply limit cycle [5] and 4) to show how to find-out companies' order of chaos.
The paper is organized in five parts. After literature review, Part I dealt with methodology and terminology. Part II, dealt with how Chaos has evolved over time (since 1886). Part III, dealt with Linear Management (since 1911). Part IV, dealt with the basic terms in management of mission and vision. Part V, dealt with a case-study from shipping industry. Finally, we conclude. 2 This is a classical reaction ofscientific world to a challenge, as this happened also with econometrics in 1932. Then, Alfred Cowles III, a wealthy investor frustrated by the imprecision of what passed for financial advice, established a foundation (called Cowles Commission/Foundation latter), related to a University and a leading econometrician, to analyze market data. 3 A shipping company is tramp, if its vessels travel with no standard pre-advertised itinerary, free of any schedule.
The circle has a period T (not specified), which is the number of repetitions for a full round of motion. This is the 2nd more complicated attractor after point one attractor. Limit cycles are distinguished by their period; in management we study those with 1 to 8 periods [5] . The 1 st limit cycle is with period 8 1; let one variable be sales (the independent) and the other be profits (the dependent). From now on we work with changes in variables which we plot. The plot of the 1 st limit cycle trajectory is a single dot.
If the two variables are not constant in their changes, but one is constant and the other changes, then the limit cycle is in period 2; if plotted will give a straight line either horizontal or vertical. There is a possibility to plot a straight line rising from left down to right up if profits and sales oscillate proportionately. For period 4 and 8 limit cycle we abandon the one-quadrant Cartesian diagrams we mentioned so far and adopt the 4-quadrants one. Figure 3 is an 8-period high order chaos.
A more complex limit cycle is the one belonging to USA's Company "Thiokol Corporation"-(TKC) (Figure 3 ) in NYSE.
The new element in the above figure is that we plot in axes changes only in the variables. Also we have to plot the trajectories from each pair of variables to next pair, starting from past to present; for a simpler exposition points are not indicated by their distances from each axis but their common point is connected by 4 Complexity theory applied to Management of shipping companies, Maritime Policy & Management, Vol. 29, 4, pp. 375-391. 5 Archives of Business Research, Vol. 3, 2, Feb. 2015. Titled: "how complexity and chaos theory reformed management". 6 A treatise of randomness tested also in Marine accidents, Disaster Prevention and Management, Vol. 13, 3, pp. 208-217. 7 Disaster Prevention and Management, Vol. 11, 14 3. Thiokol Corporation: Its limit cycle. Source: Constructed by author; modified from that in Priesmeyer [5] .
trajectory to the next chronological one. Within each quadrant variables either increase or fall or one increases and the other falls, as shown. The interesting part is to see what quadrants trajectories have visited 9 over time. The company that its sales and its profits both increase over time are marked in quadrant Q1. This is the first best.
In horizontal axis are changes in sales, and in vertical changes in earnings (per share). This departs from tradition in which values are plotted only in Q1 quadrant. This pattern indicates an 8-period trajectory, or in other words, a chaotic attractor, (called apropos strange), and a high order of chaos. TKC's the trajec- 9 Visits are recorded over time by the number of the quadrant they visited (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4) . Then the table in Priesmeyer [5] is consulted to see what it means (Appendix 1 here). tories visited: 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd and 4 th quadrants (Appendix 1).
TKC had a turbulent (external) environment: in 1986, (28/01), it faulted 10 (together with NASA and Marshall SF center), as a contractor, in the explosion of the shuttle orbiter Challenger, with 7 dead. TKC manufactured and assembled the "booster motors". TKC's management apparently paid no attention to the changing structural patterns bound TKC. This picture is also applicable to shipping companies after a sock from a marine accident with dead.
TKC had to reduce its order of chaos from an 8-period, where it was, to a 4-period; or in other words, TKC's trajectories had to visit: 1, 4, 2, 3 quadrants (one option out of 16, or 6% of all combinations), and with this order. This means a rise in both sales and earnings (visitat Q1); a rise in sales, despite a fall in earnings (visitat Q4); a rise in earnings, despite a reduction in sales (visit at Q2), ending at Q3 (i.e. 1423 = period-4; a medium order of chaos).
In general, trajectories which visit frequently quadrants 2 11 and 3 12 , head at high order chaos (period 8). In a lower order of chaos (period 4) head trajectories, which visit frequently 1 13 and 4 14 . Given that the greater majority (61%) of cases falls in high order chaos, we presume, this led Priesmeyer [5] to state that a high order chaos is common in businesses! Hallelujah!
Management by Visioning
We can use Figure 3 to show how we can implement graphically management by vision. We plot company's trajectories of the last three years, but fourth; we plot the fourth trajectory to point to future position, which company wants (vision) ( Figure 4 )! Theory considers more relevant for analysis the last four years in a company's activity, as being closer to the present. The above hypothetical company, in real terms, visioned a 4-period where, (i.e. 4, 3, 2, 1), by pursuing a rise in both sales and profits. Company passed from high order chaos it was (i.e. in 4, 3, 2, 4) and an 8-period to a 4-period. Question: Is company's vision attainable? We reckon yes, as the previous year (3 rd year) company achieved a rise in profits, despite a fall in its sales (Q2), and so we believe it can vision an increase in both sales and profits.
Further Terms from Chaos Theory
The phase space mentioned above is mathematical, the determinants of which are the independent variables needed to determine the phase of a dynamic system (DS) at every point of time [15] . The attractor is a set of points in the phase space towards which trajectories, asymptotically, and over time, tend to for a set of initial (starting) conditions. A DS is the one that evolves over time. Thus, time has been re-introduced into the analysis after it has been expelled from the two-dimensional economics [16] and from linear management [13] .
Complexity Theory 15 ( Figure 5 ) is a broader concept than Chaos Theory. The above four theories have been united by Cowan G A (1920-2012) in 1942 [17] . Cowan was also the driving force, together with Murray Gell-Mann (1929-), behind the foundation of SFI 16 . Important is in 1970, where Conway (1937-) [18] invented the "game of life"-An automaton 17 .
Part II: A Brief History of Chaos Theory (1889-)
Chaos theory [17] begun in 1889 emerging from the attempted solution of the problem of the "three bodies", or in other words, of the stability of Solar system. The French mathematician Poincare A (1854-1912) worked-out a partial solution, when he first glanced at the exceptional complexity involved (=chaos) (known as the "homoclinic tangle", meaning a tangle having same bend) [16] .
People's attitude, however, was against the above endeavor: people avoided all along complexity, and preferred simple structures, which reduced complex things to simple ones (=reductionism). Beauty surely can be found in simplicity.
This does not mean that complex systems do not exist, or are inferior in beauty [1] . Managing firms and industries, as well economies are considered as equivalent to managing complex nonlinear systems (CNS)! The concept of the attractor was not unknown in the past, but it was known as the ellipticorbit (trajectory) of a planet, where disturbances are kept within specific limits. This concept passed as 15 Complexity science covers: cognitive science, ecology, evolution, game theory, linguistics, social science (economics), computer science, genetics, immunology, laser, history, management, medicine, finance and philosophy as well others [11] , p. 16. 16 Universe is complex, because is integrated, too rich and varied to be understood using linear ways, except for parts of it, and the rest by principles and patterns with no detail (a modified definition from Santa Fe Group (in 1996)). 17 A computer program invented in the mid-1950s by von Neumann J to study self-replication. On the other hand, Randomness, which is the antipode of Chaos, has no structure. Important is that many physical dynamic systems (PDS) behave chaotically. Thus a whole theory emerged i.e. Complexity Theory to study how stable structures emerge.
The main point of Chaos Theory is that certain physical systems (PS) have the same characteristics of social systems (SS), with similar mathematical behavior, like the complex adaptive systems (CAS). These are subsets of nonlinear dynamic systems 18 (NDS) . Important is that these systems have negative or positive feedback; the second term is by now used in nonlinear Management. The characteristics of these systems are: self-similarity 19 , complexity, emerging ability and a self-organizing behavior [19] . Worth noting is also that the DNA structure, invented in 1953, fits to the analysis of Von Neumann 20 J (1903-1957) of the mathematical properties of the self-replicating systems.
The Four Universal Classes
In 1984, Wolfram S (1959-) remarked that the automata have intense similarities with the ND. He classed them in four universal classes: I, II, III and IV ( Figure   6 ). Worth noting is that class IV comes before class III, as argued by Langton C (1949-), meaning that chaos comes after complexity! This is important for management, as companies have a strategy to get out of chaos if they are in and not to get into it if they are not in. 18 Such systems are: the human immune, embryo's growth, financial markets, and political parties. Also, climates, cities, firms, markets, governments, industries, traffic flows, internet, cyberspace and others. 19 A simple example: a branch is self-similar to its tree. 20 The game of life is a cellular automaton, i.e. a computer program studying self-replication having life's features. Author; modified from Battram [11] , p. 141, and Stopford [21] .
As shown, class I (=stasis) and class II (=order) offer static solutions, after a small number of (life) cycles; Class I ends at one steady and fixed structure, while class II ends at a stable periodic structure. Given that the world of businesses is dynamic, then these classes and especially I, must be considered as transitory. In Class III we encounter chaos, without a visible structure (a metaphor = the dangerous area in surfing is chaotic)! The game of life is played in Class IV, as well in other systems of emerging order and for innovation. Their companies must try to be and stay. Chaos Theory thus provides managers a business strategy: get one's company across classes I and II in their early stages and then companies must try to be and stay in class IV. IBM e.g. was in class II in 1980s and Microsoft was also in class II in end-1970s ( Figure 7 ).
As shown, Microsoft, over six years in 1970s, performed a sustained rise in both assets and profits; also, company showed a stability; company's trajectories progressively advanced into Q1 [5] indicating a balanced course between assets and profits. It is, however, recommended that company pursued the blue trajectory where profits rise faster than assets. 
Part III: Important Linear Management Concepts
We cannot say that humans discovered management for the first time in 1911.
Management is an everyday science practiced all along with mankind's history, even with no theory, by necessity and common sense. It is the science of action, than inaction. In many occasions, men had to: hire staff, to organize, to direct and to span management (Moses in Bible applied delegation on suggestion from his father in law; Pyramids; Chinese Great Wall; Acropolis (Athens)), by instinct using their brain.
Only Noah, the first global shipbuilder, and ship owner of passengers, and livestock in bulk, commanded by God, was the one to need help for ark's plans.
Robbins and Coulter [20] distinguished management approaches in five, which due to overlapping we reduced them to three: 1) the early: from 3000 B.C. to 1776, including a behavioral one from 1700 to 1950; 2) the classical: from 1911 to 1947, including a quantitative one: from 1940 to 1950 (or 1960?) and contemporary: from 1960 till this day. In this last during, we have to include the Digital Management, which appeared in 1980s and followed the electronics and information technology in mid-1970s. This will occupy us in another paper.
The Main Theories Created by Management, 1911-1991
The official birth of Management science occurred in 1911 ( Figure 8 ).
As shown, the evolution of management, from 1911 to 1991 (80 years), built on nine major theories, one in almost every 10 years. 1) Taylor F. W. in USA (1911) was the first to write a book on management, who called it "scientific 21 "
being also an industrial manager. This influenced also Japan.
2) Worth noting is that the issues concerning human resources emerged as early as in 1927, mainly in USA, due to the fact that the prevalent opinion was that humans had better to perform as machines. This is the age of mechanization and the aftermath of the 1 st Industrial Revolution 22 . 21 He implicitly characterized previous attempts as non-scientific. 22 The 1 st Ind. Revolution was based on water and steam to mechanize production before 1889. The above three books dominated the first 50 years or so of management, we believe. The structure of a vessel is not far away from the above model of Weber.
The main difficulty for Management, at least for the first 50 years or so, is that most papers works had to be carried out from people managing companies, i.e. from inside. 5) Important, however, was the system (1960) or systems theory arguing, among other things, that companies are interactive sub-systems and more important is that they interface with their external 24 environment.
Given also that a large company has power and money, and perhaps it can influence current governments 25 , society created additional demands and expectations on it (=social responsibility). This is a business' intention, beyond its legal and economic obligations, to do the right things and act in ways that are good for society. Companies are expected today to be allies with both their staff and its 23 One office in lower level is controlled by the next higher office, and so on, till a matter passes all offices, and finally reaches top-management, where decision is taken. This is surely a suitable structure to manage Armies and very large companies. This is, however, a paradigm of bureaucracy (dominance of offices), where control is more effective. Shipping companies are flirting with this structure. 24 Companies before 1960 based their success on its technical perfection, ignoring the existence of customers! The external environment, however, was that which created at times protestors, civil rights demands and reactions on international events (like the Vietnam War). More recently external environment has created a massive immigration, a re-appearing terrorism that approaches even companies' staff, piracy and a religious-based violence. Today competition and climatic change are also the major players in external environment. 8) Total quality management was also an effort to increase the responsibility of all employees towards a fuller satisfaction of the customer-the key-figure in businesses. Satisfaction to customer comes from everyone 28 and everything in a company, not just from the quality of its products or services.
Our experience from a long departmental managership is that top-management and employees must improve their financial status in proportion to their contribution to company's profits. This, as we showed, puts a greater pressure on the staff holding company's shares.
So the profile of management, as presented above, is that new ideas come and go, and few stay, but all proclaim to be a panacea when they first emerge; a set of shooting stars! Examples: "management by objectives" 29 ; "total quality management" 30 ; "total safety management" 31 ; "balanced scorecard" 32 ; "best practice 26 Managers manage companies which have been created by entrepreneurs… 27 Companies thus, by this metaphor, are considered as living organisms having brain, capital (human), memory, ideology (culture), experience, knowledge, etc. and they need a further learning and continuous education. A company is superior to another to the extent that all above properties are superiorly embodied in company's staff and crew. Shipping companies help their staff in matters of health, in economic difficulties (loans) and after marine accidents (crew's deaths). 28 Even from the girl in companies' switch board. 29 This is the process of setting mutually agreed-upon goals and using them to evaluate employee performance. Priesmeyer [5] argued that MbO worked (p. 154). 30 TQM = A philosophy of management that is driven by the continuous improvement and responsiveness to customer's/charterer's needs and expectations. 31 TSM replaces TQM in cases where safety is more important and prior than quality, e.g. in case the cargo is lost, quality is gone! In transport, the delivery of the same quantity and condition of cargo loaded is more important than the total time of transport, considered this last as a quality element! 32 This is a performance measurement tool that looks at more than just the financial perspective of the company. Management after some time quite rightly demanded to measure results. 
Management's Inheritance
Scientists from different sciences influence one another. Management has a tradition of borrowing ideas from sciences (Physics, Mathematics, Sociology, Economics, Psychology etc.) in its search for the latest solution [11] . At the beginning of this century, the theories of Darwin 35 (1809-1882), Freud 36 (1856-1939), Einstein 37 (1879-1955), and Schrodinger 38 (1887-1953), whether right or not, demolished the foundations of the 300-year dominance of the Newtonian (1642-1727) logic [11] .
But before the "un-nailing" of Newtonian ideas, rooted in management, the three main principles, on which early management was based, till this day, are:
1) reductionism, which we mentioned, (i.e. make a complex world simpler), 2) determinism (forecasting is quite feasible, as argued by Descartes 39 R (1596-1650) and 3) equilibrium is attainable (a desirable state, but deceptive, borrowed from Physics by economics for the latter to become an exact science!) [16] . Managers admired machines, as mentioned, which were newly introduced into the production in new factories, for their obvious merits: accuracy, speed, punctuality, obedience, no counter-argumentation. Machines, however, required control. Managers, following Fayol mainly, saw that what they needed to do is to treat humans as machines-a metaphor (Morgan 40 , [6] ).
This further meant that management should be embedded in plans, i.e. planning, budgeting and "management by objectives". Machines established a centralized, bureaucratic structure, which could achieve a state where command and control is applicable. 33 Known as benchmarking, i.e. the search for the best practices mainly among competitors (but also among non-competitors) that led to their superior performance. In other words: "you have to do also what others do better"! 34 This recognizes that companies are different, facing different situations, and thus requiring different ways of management. True that each personality is different and thus needs differential treatment. Managers prefer across the board policies which are easier and impartial (e.g. wage rises). This introduced pluralism in management meaning that there are no simplistic or universal rules for managers to follow. 35 In 1859 he argued that the process of natural selection tends to favor the survival of those best adapted to their environment. While this is also true for companies according to System Theory, the conclusion that new species may arise widely different from each other and from their parents can not be supported. If we believe in Bible, today's population comes from only 3 -4 couples who disembarked from Ark, including Noah and his wife. Moreover, the DNA Theory does not prove Darwin's theory as the basic characteristics (and even illnesses) that pass from parents to children pass also from generation to generation. Darwin committed the mistake to identify humans as another perfected kind of animal. Humans possess soul and brain. Apes so far did not make any invention at all to convince as our predecessors. 36 Neurologist and psycho-analyst focused mainly on human sexual attitudes. 37 He was the founder of relativity theory and randomness. 38 He was known for his quantum theory and his wave function. He also inspired the search for DNA (1953) . 39 The universe can be reduced to three: space, matter and motion (1637), operating under mathematical laws. 40 Morgan analyzed a series of metaphors used to describe companies, pointing-out that metaphors can be very restrictive. A "cost center" is a metaphor meaning that cost is a bad thing. Cost has surely two sides-bad and good. Table 1 shows the basic tools of linear management.
Part IV: The Two Basic Terms in Management

Mission
The mission indicates: 1) the industry, in which company will be; 2) the market, which company will serve; 3) the technology, which company will use 41 . Linear management argues that mission must be defined after a company examined its external and internal environment. Some believe that mission should not be frequently changed.
A good question is: are all missions attainable? This cannot be always true, unless mission is vaguely defined, like e.g. a firm, which stated that its mission is to "become dominant supplier of consumer products for so and so". This mission statement cannot be understood till company specifies what the word dominant means.
Vagueness we encountered also in the mission statement of EL shipping company (in the case study), saying that the company will "become leader and world's largest owner" (Table 2) . This mission statement, though very ambitious, can be achieved in theory, because it does not specify: time, number of ships or their dwt, technology to be used, market and industry. So, whatever result comes out, company can say afterwards that it has accomplished its mission! Table 2 summarizes companies' mission.
Companies like to add, to their mission, philosophical/psychological elements. E.g. a shipping company may state: our mission is: "to transport 365 days in a year with no marine accident". The mission directs a company in general terms. So, a corporate mission statement should define what a company is trying to do, and how it intends to do it. Mission is born out of an initial idea of company's founder, we believe, to meet a forthcoming need, which he alone saw. If mission is successful means that founder's foresight was correct.
However societal needs change. Our opinion is that a mission has to be adaptive over changing circumstances till mission disappears! Technology also changes. Greek Heraclitus (c. 513 B.C.) quoted to have said that one cannot step into the same river twice, meaning: a river's waters, due to their continuous flow, are not the same over time, so one cannot step in a river for a second time and expect to meet the waters he/she met previously! Everything is flowing. This indicates the dynamics of Nature and Life.
Vision
The Vision of a company is many times more important (Table 3) 
than mission.
As shown, managers should have a vision. If a shipping top-manager says that "by 2022 the company will own another 5 newly-built Eco-tanker ships of Panamax size with double-hull", this is a vision. Vision is a claim against the 41 One must be careful about this for many mistakes occur. future. Vision takes the mission and translates it into quantities and places it in future time. Vision is defined after company has designed the future it wants. Vision has nothing to do with projecting or estimating. Vision is choosing and creating company's future. To be clear we use an example (Table 4 ). size of almost 2 m dwt of 29 ships and 15 LPG/NH3/LEG of 305,940 cbm (2015), company's booklet provided no vision; the vision, which is stated by the company as such, is really a mission; it lacks elements of time and of specific quantities to be achieved.
The Mission of a Shipping Company
As shown, company describes its mission, stating the market and the industry it serves (oil products); the technology it uses (medium and long range tankers). The young fleet mentioned is not a mission, but an objective for owners, and it could be better stated as e.g.: "company intends to own tonnage of an average age below 5 years of age through new buildings".
Then it puts all its emphasis on one single issue, i.e. safety, which is stated in 5 different statements: 1) to gain the respect of the international market; 2) to be commited to quality; 3) to be sensitive to sea environment; 4) to complete a voyage injury-free, without a drop of oil spilled; and 5) to attend safety. All above 5 statements are equivalent, some are for crew and EL's personnel, meaning indirectly that the company will comply with ISM Code 42 , which, was com- 42 International code for the safe management of ships, due to IMO, drafted etc. as a result of the marine accident in 1987 of the passenger vessel "Spirit of Free Enterprise", off a Belgian port. pulsory (since 01/07/1998) for all shiponwers (revised in 2002).
Worth noting is that quality is a misleading term for shipping (service) companies, borrowed from products. There is not so much quality in sea transport 43 as much as safety. Perhaps it would suffice for the company to state, as its mission, that "company's management pays all efforts not to allow any marine accident to occur by company's ships".
Moreover, there are statements in company's mission of a phychological or philosophical kind: for "the company to be leader"; "to own world's largest fleet"; "to be recognized as the best shipping company worldwide". Next, there are more statements that concern company's customers/charterers: "voyages will be completed on time"; "company meets professionally clients' needs". Strangely there is no reference to the particular technology to be used like that of double-hull for which EL was proud, as it adopted it three years in advance of the appearance of law!
Part V: EL Shipping Company: A Case-Study
Company's Revenue Performance
The revenue performance of EL, taking only changes from 1988 to 2000 (where data is available), indicates a cyclical and rising pattern, starting from $57 m in 1988 to $203 m in 2000 (yearly positive changes) ( Figure 9 ). This pattern reminds us of Onassis's strategy, who he too bet on the right horses, i.e. newly-built large crude oil tankers, till energy crisss emerged but after his death. These owners assume that in the long-run demand 44 will surpass supply despite any yearly fluctuations. They proved to be right! This policy gave to EL revenue of $1.472 m in 12 years. Company accepted its future exactly as defined by the market. Figure 9 is a Q1-quadrant diagram, meaning that variables are presented only inabsolutes positive values. We sliced EL's performance (production) in threefour-yearly periods (shown byarrows). EL's revenue eventually doubled in the first period (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) ; trebled during next period (1992+ to 1997+) (best period) and finally rose 4 times since 1988 (1997+ to 2000) with a deep and continuous fall in between.
In terms of changes, EL increased its production substantially in 1990-1991 by Astonishing is the fact that shipping companies decide, especially those with 43 Quality in shipping is to deliver cargo safely to the appropriate recipient, as agreed in the charter party, in the same condition and quantity loaded. This means safety. 44 In shipping demand is a derived demand. The transport of oil products is based on people's standard of living, like car ownership, air transport (jet fuel); transport in general (fuel and diesel), wars, chemicals, paints etc. Imagine Chinese people and that of India (2+b people) to obtain 3 cars each as in USA and Europe and their need for gasoline. One must care about climatic change and if gas will replace oil. 
The Condition of Demand of Oil Products, 1988-2000 (Imports)
Let us see the condition of the market closer (i.e. the trade of oil products-imports) ( Figure 10 ) before we proceed.
As shown, the trade of oil products (imports) 45 fluctuated violently down by ~100 mt from 1992 to 1993, though rising in the long run. Imports are equal to exports. This figure must be considered as an approximate representation of reality, as it was read from a diagram [21] . [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] . 45 Main traders used to be USA and Europe 26% each (= 52%), followed by Singapore (19%), (= 71% total out of 658 m tons in 2006). USA (except in 1971-1975 of 150 m) and Europe (except 100 m in 1991) showed a rather modest rise from 1963 to 2007. "Other countries" had a leap forward from 1988 to 2007 from 77 m to 320 m! Other countries were: China 11%, Africa 11%, L America 11% and other Asia 41%. It matters from where oil products go to USA (i.e. from Caribbean); M East raised its refinery capacity in 1980s. In 2007 "others" had 47%; USA 25%; Europe 20% and Japan 8%. It matters where refineries are and the distances involved. Refineries after oil crises moved away from places they were and from war areas in M. East (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) . Important oil products related to civilization are: gasoline (38%); fuel oil 37% as well others. [23] that the company had a policy to be in the spot market. A question remains: why to stay in a bad spot market, probably gaining more than the other owners, but getting at least $42 m less?
EL's Production Performance
The production performance of EL ( Figure 11 ) is next shown. Figure 11 is also a Q1-quadrant diagram.
As shown, the pattern of production (=sales) is similar to that of revenue. This implies that as EL's fleet increased 46 , revenue increased. But has revenue increased proportionally or faster? We will find this by using changes invariables, or a 4-quadrant Cartesian diagram.
Chaos in EL's Performance
We take into account changes 47 in variables, as we did in Figure 1 . On vertical axis we mark changes in company's yearly earnings (=revenue) and on the horizontal axis we mark changes in yearly sales (=cargo transported). Then, EL's limit cycle is shown (Figure 12 sales rose by 3 m bringing in $9.54 m (at a low freight market). Company's trajectories visited 1, 3, 1, and 1: a 2-period (low) order of chaos. 46 Fleet/production fell in 1989-1990 and in 1995-1997. 47 This has a price: we lose the first observation. revenue due to market. Trajectories visited 2, 4, 4, and 1 quadrant. This reveals an 8-period limit cycle, or a high order chaos! Market thus paid $91 m additionally to EL, and it took back $29 m. EL had not to allow this.
Concluding Remarks
Most probably EL was not pre-aware of the market conditions, at the time when its newly-built ships delivered. These deliveries succeeded so that EL to transport, in 1999, 3.2 m additional metric tons. EL showed a technology syndrome by ordering ships 3 years before their technology became obligatory by law.
This, we believe, led EL to have higher operating costs [24] . This differentiation is considered as providing a competitive advantage, but not for shipping, which is cost-based! Differentiation is the ability to provide unique and superior value to buyers(charterers) in terms of service quality, as well as other special features (= double hull; dedicated ballast water tanks; new-buildings). This policy is inherently more costly.
In shipping, a premium price cannot be asked for a superior quality, as in other industries! This justifies other Greek owners to buy larger than hitherto second-hand ships at a rather lower age and at rock bottom prices. Owners were stuck-in (locked-in) newly-buildings at the time when market was falling, offer their customers services of higher cost and perhaps were preferred by them, but they are paid only what market determined! Market decides who is paid and how much provided a ship is seaworthy, no matter new or old.
The four falls we saw (1989; 1995; 1997; 1998) in EL's revenue had to be avoided. EL could either lay-up a number of ships (in 1989; 1995; 1996; 1997 and 1998) or resort to time-charters or plan better its new-buildings. This policy could have led EL to an 1-period limit cycle (low order of chaos) vis-à-vis 2-period it was in 1988-1996; while in the last period (1997-2000) company could be in period 4 (=medium order chaos), instead of being in period 8 (=high order chaos). The cumulative revenue rises of EL between 1988 and 2000 was ~$146 m. If we add the amounts by which revenue fell during certain years, then potential revenue rise could reach $189 m (the forgone rise in revenue = $43 m). We believe that EL's management did know EL's limit cycle. EL, in chaos language, had to avoid visits to quadrants 3 and 4 (i.e. falls in revenue, Y)! This recommends as one option a switch to a time-charter policy.
EL had also a "contest syndrome", i.e. to be better than the other owners though everyone was worse. Business is not a contest, but a profit-making enterprise! EL won the race by getting the gold medal, but it did not break the world record.
Given that three deaths occurred among the original owners, the young generation, which took over, we hope to change EL's mission from "supplying newly-built ships with latest technology independently from profits", to supply relatively young ships according to the intensity of demand and the level of freight rate. There is no free meal in businesses of a high order of chaos! Paper's deficiency is that Chaos Theory is not well-known or even taught in business schools, with few exceptions. Matters change of course. People also dislike chaos as they consider chaos as a synonym of disorder. All we have been brought-up with the linear paradigm: the straight lines, which we call them curves; the normal distribution, which misleads investors; the variance as risk bell, which is not. A paradigm shift is needed. We never imagine a small effect to have a proportional greater result-life we believe is equally proportional. The % of action = the % of the result. We never imagined that a small crack in the ballast tank of a diesel tanker will result in cutting the ship in two under severe weather conditions outside Italy! ( 
